We have established for alkali ions in oxide glasses a strong correlation between the fractional (Kohlrausch) exponent β in the conductivity relaxation function, exp[-(t/τ*)β], and the activation energy E*a of τ* and σ when varying the composition of oxide glass formers and the alkali ions while holding the alkali-ion concentration constant. An even stronger correlation of the trends in β and the product βE*a is found. These correlations were expected conceptually by the coupling model for conductivity relaxation, and the latter was the motivation behind the present undertaking of the establishment of the correlation from experimental data. The glass-forming oxides considered include P2O5, SiO2, B2O3, Al2O3-B2O3, GeO2, and Al2O3-GeO2. In all, some 89 different compositions were examined and the alkali oxides considered include Li2O, Na2O, K2O, Rb2O, and some of their binary mixtures. The correlation will have a bearing on the viability of theoretical models of conductivity relaxation. and the product PE, * is found. These correlations were expected conceptually by the coupling model for conductivity relaxation, and the latter was the motivation behind the present undertaking of the establishment of the correlation from experimental data. The glass-forming oxides considered include P&05, Si02, B203, A1203-B203, GeO2, and A1203-GeO, . In all, some 89 different compositions were examined and the alkali oxides considered include Li20, Na20, K20, Rb20, and some of their binary mixtures. The correlation will have a bearing on the viability of theoretical models of conductivity relaxation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first observation that a correlation exists between the activation enthalpy E, * of dc conductivity and the fractional (Kohlrausch) exponent P (-: 1 n) in In all of these studies, however, it was found that the correlation in the trends of the conductivity activation energy E, * and P were not perfect. A better correlation was obtained in the trends of )t3 and another activation energy, E"defined to be the product (2) This quantity E, in a theoretical model of conductivity relaxation (referred to as the coupling model) is identified with the microscopic energy barrier.
The latter is to be obtained from a consideration of the energetics of cation-conduction process such as the Anderson-Stuart model or the weak-electrolyte model. The experimental data are presented in Table I . For each row, the glass composition, the total alkali oxide mole fraction, the Kohlrausch exponent P (presented also in the form of 1 -P, which is the coupling parameter n in the coupling model), the conductivity activation energy E, ', and the quantity PE, * (which, according to the coupling model, is the microscopic energy barrier, E"to migration of the cation) has been specified. Table I , the list of the glasses that have this value of c have been compiled. For each glass in this list, the coupling parameter n, the dc-conductivity activation energy E, *, and the quantity E, -: ( 1 n)E, *-other values of c are available, the values of n, E"and E, * were determined by interpolation or extrapolation.
In a few cases, if there is a glass with ion concentration sufficiently close to c and there is not sufBcient data in the class to allow interpolation or extrapolation, n, E, *, and E, are taken from the glass which is considered a member of the list. The data"after being reshufBed and reclassified according to c, are presented in the tables' for c =0. 60, 0.55, 0.50, 0.45, 0.40, 0.35, 0.30, 0.25, 0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.075, and The correlation between n and E, at constant c is brought out clearly by plotting n versus E, from the data in the tables collectively as in Fig. 1 with c as a does not exhibit the smooth decrease of n with increasing E established for the much higher alkali oxide glasses in Fig. 1 . Instead, the correlation is trivially reduced to two points lying on the E, axis in an n-versus-E, plot (Fig. 1) . Table II and 12 other tables in AIP documents (see Ref. 18 
